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Summer is a time of long days and warm nights. Whether you enjoy a trip to the beach,

a rest on a porch swing, or a walk in the park, books are a perfect summer companion.

We are here to help you find your perfect summer reads to accompany you wherever

you may go (even if it’s a quiet night at home). This guide highlights some of the best

upcoming releases for 2024 (plus a few extras) across the literary genres of Crime

Fiction, Romance, Literary Fiction, Science Fiction/Fantasy, Historical Fiction, and

Horror.

You’ll notice little flags underneath the covers of each book; you can use these to rate

your interest in each book. This will help you to gauge the books you’re most excited

to read and to help plan out your perfect summer reading journey. With over 50 titles

to choose from, we hope you’ll find some literary favorites and have a memorable

summer.

Happy Reading!

Reading is an adventure that never ends!
-Charles Schultz



 

Finlay Donovan and her nanny/partner-in-crime Vero are in sore need of a girls’ weekend away. They
plan a trip to Atlantic City, but odds are—seeing as it’s actually a cover story to negotiate a deal with a
dangerous loan shark, save Vero’s childhood crush Javi, and hunt down a stolen car—it won’t be all
fun and games. When Finlay’s ex-husband Steven and her mother insist on tagging along too, Finlay
and Vero suddenly have a few too many meddlesome passengers along for the ride. Within hours of
arriving in their seedy casino hotel, it becomes clear their rescue mission is going to be a bust. Javi’s
kidnapper, Marco, refuses to negotiate, demanding payment in full in exchange for Javi’s life. But that’s
not all—he insists on knowing the whereabouts of his missing nephew, Ike, who mysteriously
disappeared. Unable to confess what really happened to Ike, Finlay and Vero are forced to come up
with a new plan: sleuth out the location of Javi and the Aston Martin, then steal them both back. But
when they sneak into the loan shark’s suite to search for clues, they find more than they bargained for
—Marco's already dead. They don’t have a clue who murdered him, only that they themselves have a
very convincing motive. Then four members of the police department unexpectedly show up in town,
also looking for Ike—and after Finlay's night with hot cop Nick at the police academy, he’s a little too
eager to keep her close to his side. If Finlay can juggle a jealous ex-husband, two precocious kids, her
mother’s marital issues, a decomposing loan shark, and find Vero’s missing boyfriend, she might get
out of Atlantic City in one piece. But will she fold under the pressure and come clean about the things
she’s done, or be forced to double down?

CRIMECRIME
From cozy to procedural, these mysteries and thrillers are sure to keep

you guessing this summer

The worst thing to ever happen on Hemlock Circle occurred in Ethan Marsh’s backyard. One July
night, ten-year-old Ethan and his best friend and neighbor, Billy, fell asleep in a tent set up on a
manicured lawn in a quiet, quaint New Jersey cul-de-sac. In the morning, Ethan woke up alone.
During the night, someone had sliced the tent open with a knife and taken Billy. He was never seen
again. Thirty years later, Ethan has reluctantly returned to his childhood home. Plagued by bad dreams
and insomnia, he begins to notice strange things happening in the middle of the night. Someone seems
to be roaming the cul-de-sac at odd hours, and signs of Billy’s presence keep appearing in Ethan’s
backyard. Is someone playing a cruel prank? Or has Billy, long thought to be dead, somehow returned
to Hemlock Circle?
The mysterious occurrences prompt Ethan to investigate what really happened that night, a quest that
reunites him with former friends and neighbors and leads him into the woods that surround Hemlock
Circle. Woods where Billy claimed ghosts roamed and where a mysterious institute does clandestine
research on a crumbling estate. The closer Ethan gets to the truth, the more he realizes that no place—
be it quiet forest or suburban street—is completely safe. And that the past has a way of haunting the
present.

MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT by RILEY SAGER
DUTTON, June 18

FINLAY DONOVAN ROLLS THE DICE by ELLE COSIMANO
MINOTAUR BOOKS, March 5 

Finlay Donovan Rolls the Dice is the fourth book in the Finlay Donovan 



Meghan Michaels is trying to find balance between being a single mom to a teenage daughter and
working as a full time nurse. While on duty at the hospital one day, a patient named Caitlin arrives in
a coma with a traumatic brain injury, having jumped from a bridge and plunging over twenty feet to
the train tracks below. But when a witness comes forward with shocking details about the fall, it calls
everything they know into question. Was Caitlin pushed and if so, by whom and why? Meghan has
always tried to stay emotionally detached from her patients, but this time, she mistakenly lets herself
get too close until she’s deeply entangled in Caitlin’s and her family’s lives. Only when it’s too late,
does she realize that she and her daughter could be the next victims.

SHE’S NOT SORRY by MARY KUBICA
PARK ROW, April 2 

Lyla is in a bit of a rut. Her post-doctoral research has fizzled out, she’s pretty sure they won’t extend
her contract, and things with her boyfriend, Nico, an aspiring actor, aren’t going great. When the
opportunity arises for Nico to join the cast of a new reality TV show, One Perfect Couple, she decides
to try out with him. A whirlwind audition process later, Lyla find herself whisked off to a tropical
paradise with Nico, boating through the Indian Ocean towards Ever After Island, where the two of
them will compete against four other couples—Bayer and Angel, Dan and Santana, Joel and Romi,
and Conor and Zana—in order to win a cash prize. But not long after they arrive on the deserted
island, things start to go wrong. After the first challenge leaves everyone rattled and angry, an
overnight storm takes matters from bad to worse. Cut off from the mainland by miles of ocean,
deprived of their phones, and unable to contact the crew that brought them there, the group must
band together for survival. As tensions run high and fresh water runs low, Lyla finds that this game
show is all too real—and the stakes are life or death. A fast-paced, spellbinding thriller rife with
intrigue and characters that feel so true to life, this novel proves yet again that Ruth Ware is the queen
of psychological suspense.

ONE PERFECT COUPLE by RUTH WARE
GALLERY, MAY 21 

Nothing ever happens in sleepy little Fairhill, Vermont. But this morning that will change. And one
innocent question could be deadly. What have you done? The teenagers get their kicks telling ghost
stories in the old graveyard. The parents trust their kids will arrive home safe from school. Everyone
knows everyone. Curtains rarely twitch. Front doors are left unlocked.  But Diana Brewer isn’t lying
safely in her bed where she belongs. Instead she lies in a hayfield, circled by vultures, discovered by
a local farmer. How quickly a girl becomes a ghost. How quickly a town of friendly, familiar faces
becomes a town of suspects, a place of fear and paranoia. Someone in Fairhill did this. Everyone
wants answers.

MURDER AT TANTON TOWERS by AMY MYERS
SEVERN HOUSE, May 7 



Influencer Meredith Lee didn’t teach Aspen Palmer how to blossom on social media just to be ditched
as soon as Aspen became big. So can anyone really blame Mer for doing a little stalking? Nothing
serious, more like Stalking Lite. Then, Mer gets lucky; she finds one of Aspen’s kids’ iPads and swipes
it. Now, she has access to everything: the family calendar and Aspen’s social media accounts. Would
anyone else be able to resist tweaking things a little here and there, showing up in Aspen’s place for
meetings with potential sponsors? Mer’s only taking back what she deserves—what should have been
hers. Meanwhile, Aspen doesn’t understand why her perfectly filtered life is falling apart. Sponsors are
dropping her, fellow influencers are ghosting her, and even her own husband seems to find her
repulsive. If she doesn’t find out who’s behind everything, she might just lose it all. What everyone
seems to forget is that Aspen didn’t become one of TikTok’s biggest momfluencers by being naive.
When Meredith suddenly goes missing, Aspen’s world is upended and mysterious threats begin to
arrive—but she won’t let anything get in the way of her perfect life again.

YOU WILL NEVER BE MINE by JESSE Q. SUTANTO
BERKLEY, August 20 

Meet Jessica Jones: Retired super hero, private investigator, loner. She tried her best to be a shiny
spandex crimefighter, but that life only led to unspeakable trauma. Now she avoids that world
altogether and works on surviving day-to-day in Hell’s Kitchen, New York. The morning a distraught
mother comes into her office, Jessica would prefer to nurse her hangover and try to forget last night’s
poor choices. But something about Amber Randall’s story strikes a chord with her. Amber is adamant
that something happened to her teenage twins while they were visiting their father in the UK. The
twins don’t act like themselves, and they now have flawless skin, have lost their distinctive tics and
habits, and keep talking about a girl named Belle. Amber insists her children have been replaced by
something horrible, something “perfect.” Traveling to a small village in the British countryside, Jessica
meets the mysterious Belle, who lives a curiously isolated life in an old farmhouse with a strange
woman who claims to be her guardian. Can this unworldly teenager really be responsible for the
Randall twins’ new personas? Why does the strange little village of Barton Wallop seem to harbor
dark energies and mysteries in its tight-knit community? A mother’s intuition is never wrong. And
Jessica knows that nothing in life is perfect—not these kids, not her on-again, off-again relationship
with Luke Cage, and certainly not Jessica herself. But even as she tries to buy into the idea that better
days are ahead, Jessica Jones has seen all too clearly that behind every promise of perfection trails a
dark, dangerous shadow. 

BREAKING THE DARK by LISA JEWELL
HYPERION AVENUE, July 2 

 

Nothing ever happens in sleepy little Fairhill, Vermont. But this morning that will change. And one
innocent question could be deadly. What have you done? The teenagers get their kicks telling ghost
stories in the old graveyard. The parents trust their kids will arrive home safe from school. Everyone
knows everyone. Curtains rarely twitch. Front doors are left unlocked. But Diana Brewer isn’t lying
safely in her bed where she belongs. Instead she lies in a hayfield, circled by vultures, discovered by a
local farmer. How quickly a girl becomes a ghost. How quickly a town of friendly, familiar faces
becomes a town of suspects, a place of fear and paranoia. Someone in Fairhill did this. Everyone
wants answers.

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE? by SHARI LAPENA
PAMELA DORMAN BOOKS, July 30 

Breaking the Dark, the first book in the brand-new Marvel Crime series, introduces fans to a grittier, street-level side of the Marvel Universe.



 

Professional football players Keogh Graham and Tyler Matthews want to open a Fairy Tale Cupcakes
franchise. They’re spending the off-season in Scottsdale working in Mel’s bakery, learning about the
business and how to bake show-stopping cupcakes. The popular athletes bring a boom of customers
to the store as football fans flock to see the friends mixing batter and piping icing. Everyone’s excited
the athletes are pursuing their dream of owning a bakery—except for those who fear the players will
ditch football for fondant and retire early from professional sports. The angry naysayers include their
team owner and Keogh's sports agent, along with some very vocal fans. When the owner of their
team, the Arizona Scorpions, is found dead on the floor of their new bakery following an argument
with Keogh, the pros become prime suspects. As the investigation heats up, Mel and the rest of the
cupcake bakery crew must step up and prove their franchise owners are innocent before it’s game-
over for the new bakers.

FONDANT FUMBLE by JENN MCKINLAY
BERKLEY, June 4 

All that bestselling author Eleanor Dash wants is to get through her book tour in Italy and kill off her
main character, Connor Smith, in the next in her Vacation Mysteries series—is that too much to ask?
Clearly, because when an attempt is made on the real Connor’s life—the handsome but infuriating
con man she got mixed up with ten years ago and now can't get out of her life—Eleanor’s enlisted to
help solve the case. Contending with literary competitors, rabid fans, a stalker—and even her ex,
Oliver, who turns up unexpectedly—theories are bandied about, and rivalries, rifts, and broken hearts
are revealed. But who’s really trying to get away with murder? Every Time I Go on Vacation,
Someone Dies is the irresistible and hilarious series debut from Catherine Mack, introducing
bestselling fictional author Eleanor Dash on her Italian book tour that turns into a real-life murder
mystery, as her life starts to imitate the world in her books.

EVERY TIME I GO ON VACATION SOMEONE DIES by CATHERINE MACK
MINOTAUR BOOKS, April 30 

The Last to Pie by Misha Popp (May 21)
Think Twice by Harlan Coben (May 14)
How to Solve Your Own Murder by Kristen Perrin (March 26)
Daughter of Mine by Megan Miranda (April 9)
The Busy Body by Kemper Donovan (January 23)

CRIME FICTIONCRIME FICTION
More Great

Check out these other not-to-be-missed
2024 releases in Crime Fiction. 

Fondant Fumble is the sixteenth book in the Cupcake Bakery Mystery series



 

IPatrick O'Hara is called back to his guncle duties . . . This time for a big family wedding in Italy.
Patrick O’Hara is back. It’s been five years since his summer as his niece Maisie and nephew Grant’s
caretaker after their mother’s passing. The kids are back in Connecticut with their dad, and Patrick has
relocated to New York to remain close by and relaunch his dormant acting career. After the run of his
second successful sit-com comes to a close, Patrick feels on top of the world . . . professionally. But
some things have had to take a back seat. Looking down both barrels at fifty, Patrick is single again
after breaking things off with Emory. But at least he has a family to lean on. Until that family needs to
again lean on him. When his brother, Greg, announces he’s getting remarried in Italy, Maisie and
Grant are not thrilled. Patrick feels drawn to take the two back under his wing. As they travel through
Europe on their way to the wedding, Patrick tries his best to help them understand love, much as he
once helped them comprehend grief. But when they arrive in Italy, Patrick is overextended managing a
groom with cold feet; his sister, Clara, flirting with guests left and right; a growing rivalry with the kids’
charming soon-to-be-launt (lesbian aunt), and two moody young teens trying to adjust to a new
normal, all culminating in a disastrous rehearsal dinner. Can Patrick save the day? Will teaching the
kids about love help him repair his own love life? Can the change of scenery help Patrick come to
terms with finally growing up? Gracing the page with his signature blend of humor and heart, Steven
Rowley charms with a beloved story about the complicated bonds of family, love, and what it takes to
rediscover yourself, even at the ripe age of fifty.

LITERARY FICTIONLITERARY FICTION
These are the hot fiction reads for the summer that will entertain, inspire,

or keep you thinking about them long after you set them down.

THE GUNCLE ABROAD by STEVEN ROWLEY
G.P. PUTNAM’S SONS, May 21 

Inspired by C. S. Lewis’s The Chronicles of Narnia, this wild and wondrous novel is a fairy tale for
grown-ups who still knock on the back of wardrobes—just in case—from the author of The Wishing
Game.
As boys, best friends Jeremy Cox and Rafe Howell went missing in a vast West Virginia state forest,
only to mysteriously reappear six months later with no explanation for where they’d gone or how
they’d survived. Fifteen years after their miraculous homecoming, Rafe is a reclusive artist who still
bears scars inside and out but has no memory of what happened during those months. Meanwhile,
Jeremy has become a famed missing persons’ investigator. With his uncanny abilities, he is the one
person who can help vet tech Emilie Wendell find her sister, who vanished in the very same forest as
Rafe and Jeremy. Jeremy alone knows the fantastical truth about the disappearances, for while the rest
of the world was searching for them, the two missing boys were in a magical realm filled with
impossible beauty and terrible danger. He believes it is there that they will find Emilie’s sister.
However, Jeremy has kept Rafe in the dark since their return for his own inscrutable reasons. But the
time for burying secrets comes to an end as the quest for Emilie’s sister begins. The former lost boys
must confront their shared past, no matter how traumatic the memories. Alongside the headstrong
Emilie, Rafe and Jeremy must return to the enchanted world they called home for six months—for only
then can they get back everything and everyone they’ve lost.

THE LOST STORY by MEG SHAFFER
BALLANTINE BOOKS, July 16 

The Guncle Abroad is the sequel to Steven Rowley’s The Guncle



Both sweeping and exquisitely intimate, award-winning author Bart Yates blends historical fact and
fiction in a surprising, thought-provoking saga spanning 12 significant days across nearly 100 years in
the life of a single man, beginning in 1920s Utah.
“Each day is a story, whether or not that story makes any damn sense or is worth telling to anyone
else.”
At the age of ninety-six, Isaac Dahl sits down to write his memoir. For Isaac, an accomplished
journalist and historian, finding the right words to convey events is never a problem. But this book
will be different from anything he has written before. Focusing on twelve different days, each
encapsulated in a chapter, Isaac hopes to distill the very essence of his life. There are days that begin
like any other, only to morph through twists of fate. An avalanche strikes Bingham, Utah, and eight-
year-old Isaac and his twin sister, Agnes, survive when they are trapped in an upside-down bathtub.
Other days stand apart in history—including a day in 1942, when Isaac, stationed on the USS
Houston in the Java Sea as a rookie correspondent, confronts the full horror of war. And there are
days spent simply, with his lifelong friend, Bo, or with Danny, the younger man whose love
transforms Isaac’s later years—precious days with significance that grows clear only in hindsight.
From the Oklahoma Dust Bowl to a Mississippi school at the apex of the civil rights movement, Isaac
tells his story with insight, wisdom, and emotional depth. The Very Long, Very Strange Life of Isaac
Dahl is a wonderful, singular narrative that will spark conversation and reflection—a reminder that
there is no such thing as an ordinary life, and the greatest accomplishment of all is to live and love
fully.

THE VERY LONG, VERY STRANGE LIFE OF ISAAC DAHL by BART YATES
KENSINGTON, JULY 23 

A thrilling new novel from the bestselling, award-winning, visionary Akwaeke Emezi
 One weekend.
The elite underbelly of a Nigerian city.
A party that goes awry.
A tangled web of sex and lies and corruption that leaves no one unscathed.
Aima and Kalu are a longtime couple who have just split. When Kalu, reeling from the breakup, visits
an exclusive sex party hosted by his best friend, Ahmed, he makes a decision that will plunge them all
into chaos, brutally and suddenly upending their lives. Ola and Souraya, two Nigerian sex workers
visiting from Kuala Lumpur, collide into the scene just as everything goes to hell. Sucked into the
city’s corrupt and glittering underworld, they’re all looking for a way out, fueled by a desperate need
to escape the dangerous threat that looms over them.

LITTLE ROT by AKWAEKE EMEZI
RIVERHEAD BOOKS, JUNE 18

The beloved #1 New York Times bestselling author brings her Nantucket novels to a brilliant finish:
when rich strangers move to the island, social mayhem and a possible murder follow. Can Nantucket’s
best locals save the day, and their way of life?
Chief of Police Ed Kapenash is about to retire. Blond Sharon is going through a divorce. But when a
22-million-dollar summer home is purchased by the mysterious Richardsons—how did they make their
money, exactly?—Ed, Sharon, and everyone in the community are swept up in high drama. The
Richardsons throw lavish parties, flirt with multiple locals, flaunt their wealth with not one but two
yachts, and raise impossible hopes of everyone they meet. When their house burns to the ground and
their most essential employee goes missing, the entire island is up in arms. The last of Elin
Hilderbrand's bestselling Nantucket novels, SWAN SONG is a propulsive medley of glittering
gatherings, sun-soaked drama, wisdom and heart, featuring the return of some of her most beloved
characters, including, most importantly, the beautiful and timeless island of Nantucket itself.

SWAN SONG by ELIN HILDERBRAND
LITTLE, BROWN & COMPANY, June 11



Being single is like playing the lottery. There’s always the chance that with one piece of paper you
could win it all. 
Daphne Bell believes the universe has a plan for her. Every time she meets a new man, she receives a
slip of paper with his name and a number on it—the exact amount of time they will be together. The
papers told her she’d spend three days with Martin in Paris; five weeks with Noah in San Francisco;
and three months with Hugo, her ex-boyfriend turned best friend. Daphne has been receiving the
numbered papers for over twenty years, always wondering when there might be one without an
expiration. Finally, the night of a blind date at her favorite Los Angeles restaurant, there’s only a
name: Jake. But as Jake and Daphne’s story unfolds, Daphne finds herself doubting the paper’s
prediction, and wrestling with what it means to be both committed and truthful. Because Daphne
knows things Jake doesn’t, information that—if he found out—would break his heart. Told with her
signature warmth and insight into matters of the heart, Rebecca Serle has finally set her sights on
romantic love. The result is a gripping, emotional, passionate, and (yes) heartbreaking novel about
what it means to be single, what it means to find love, and ultimately how we define each of them for
ourselves. Expiration Dates is the one fans have been waiting for.

EXPIRATION DATES by REBECCA SERLE
ATRIA BOOKS, March 19

In this charming and emotionally resonant follow up to the internationally bestselling Days at the
Morisaki Bookshop, Satoshi Yagisawa paints a poignant and thoughtful portrait of life, love, and how
much books and bookstores mean to the people who love them.
Set again in the beloved Japanese bookshop and nearby coffee shop in the Jimbochi neighborhood of
Toyko, More Days at the Morisaki Bookshop deepens the relationship between Takako, her uncle
Satoru , and the people in their lives. A new cast of heartwarming regulars have appeared in the shop,
including an old man who wears the same ragged mouse-colored sweater and another who collects
books solely for the official stamps with the author’s personal seal. Satoshi Yagisawa illuminates the
everyday relationships between people that are forged and grown through a shared love of books.
Characters leave and return, fall in and out of love, and some eventually die. As time passes, Satoru,
with Takako’s help, must choose whether to keep the bookshop open or shutter its doors forever.
Making the decision will take uncle and niece on an emotional journey back to their family’s roots
and remind them again what a bookstore can mean to an individual, a neighborhood, and a whole
culture.

MORE DAYS AT THE MORISAKI BOOKSHOP by SATOSHI YAGISAWA
HARPER PERENNIAL, July 2

 

Our Reasons meet us in the morning and whisper to us at night. Mine is an innocent, unsuspecting,
eternally sixty-one-year-old woman named Lorraine Daigle… Violet Powell, a twenty-two-year-old
from rural Abbott Falls, Maine, is being released from prison after serving twenty-two months for a
drunk-driving crash that killed a local kindergarten teacher. Harriet Larson, a retired English teacher
who runs the prison book club, is facing the unsettling prospect of an empty nest. Frank Daigle, a
retired machinist, hasn’t yet come to grips with the complications of his marriage to the woman Violet
killed. When the three encounter each other one morning in a bookstore in Portland—Violet to buy
the novel she was reading in the prison book club before her release, Harriet to choose the next title
for the women who remain, and Frank to dispatch his duties as the store handyman—their lives begin
to intersect in beautiful, transformative ways. How to Read a Book is an unsparingly honest and
profoundly hopeful story about letting go of guilt and seizing second chances. With the heart, wit,
grace, and depth of understanding that has characterized her work, Monica Wood illuminates the
decisions that define a life and the kindnesses that make life worth living. 

HOW TO READ A BOOK by MONICA WOOD
MARINER BOOKS, May 7

This is the sequel to Satoshi Yagisawa’s Days at the Morisaki Bookshop



 

With its ensemble of warm and unforgettable characters, The Faculty Lounge shows readers a
different side of school life. It all starts when an elderly substitute teacher at Baldwin High School is
found dead in the faculty lounge. After a bit of a stir, life quickly returns to normal—it’s not like it’s
the worst (or even most interesting) thing that has happened within the building’s walls. But when, a
week later, the spontaneous scattering of his ashes on the school grounds catches the attention of
some busybody parents, it sets in motion a year that can only be described as wild, bizarre, tragic,
mundane, beautiful, and humorous all at once. In the midst of the ensuing hysteria and threats of
disciplinary action, the novel peeks into the lives of the implicated adults who, it turns out, actually
have first names and continue to exist when the school day is done. We meet: a former punk band
front man, now a middle-aged principal who must battle it out with the schoolboard to keep his job; a
no-nonsense school nurse willing to break the rules, despite the close watch on their campus, when a
student arrives at her office with a dilemma; and a disgruntled English instructor who finds himself
embroiled in even more controversy when he misfires a snarky email. Oh, and there’s also a teacher
make-out session in a supply closet during a lockdown. As these people continue to manage the
messiness of this school year, there is the looming threat of what will become of their beloved
Baldwin High. Ultimately, at the heart of this unconventional workplace novel is a story of the power
of human connection and of the joy of finding purpose in what it is we do every day.

FACULTY LOUNGE by JENNIFER MATHIEU
DUTTON, July 23 

Jasmyn and King Williams move their family to the planned Black utopia of Liberty, California hoping
to find a community of like-minded people, a place where their growing family can thrive. King
settles in at once, embracing the Liberty ethos, including the luxe wellness center at the top of the
hill, which proves to be the heart of the community. But Jasmyn struggles to find her place. She
expected to find liberals and social justice activists striving for racial equality, but Liberty residents
seem more focused on booking spa treatments and ignoring the world’s troubles. Jasmyn’s only
friends in the community are equally perplexed and frustrated by most residents' outlook. Then
Jasmyn discovers a terrible secret about Liberty and its founders. Frustration turns to dread as their
loved ones start embracing the Liberty way of life. Will the truth destroy her world in ways she never
could have imagined? Thrilling with insightful social commentary, One of Our Kind explores the
ways in which freedom is complicated by the presumptions we make about ourselves and each
other.

ONE OF OUR KIND by NICOLA YOON
KNOPF, June 11

The Summer Pact by Emily Giffin (July 9)
Welcome to Glorious Tuga by Francesca Segal (July 2)
Husbands & Lovers by Beatriz Williams (June 25)
The Next Mrs. Parrish by Liv Constantine (June  18)
A Thousand Times Before by Asha Thanki (July 9)

LITERARY FICTIONLITERARY FICTION
More Great

Check out these other not-to-be-missed
2024 releases in Literary Fiction. 



Two best friends who haven’t spoken in ten years pretend to date after break-ups with their respective
exes go viral, in this delightfully fun and deeply emotional new novel from New York Times bestselling
author Emma Lord.
June and Levi were best friends as teenagers—until the day they weren’t. Now June is struggling to
make rent on her beachside tea shop, Levi is living a New York cliché as a disillusioned hedge fund
manager and failed novelist, and they've barely spoken in years. But after they both experience public,
humiliating break-ups with their exes that spread like wildfire across TikTok rabbit holes and daytime
talk shows alike, they accidentally make some juicy gossip of their own—a photo of them together has
the internet convinced they're a couple. With so many people rooting for them, they decide to put
aside their rocky past and make a pact to fuel the fire. Pretending to date will help June’s shop get back
on its feet and make Levi’s ex realize that she made a mistake. All they have to do is convince the
world they're in love, one swoon-worthy photo opp at a time. Two viral break-ups. One fake
relationship. Five sparkling, heart-pounding dates. June and Levi can definitely pull this off without
their hearts getting involved. Because everyone knows fake dating doesn’t come with real feelings.
Right?

ROMANCEROMANCE
Looking for some summer love? From sweet to spicy, these romance

releases are sure to have you falling in love this summer

THE BREAK-UP PACT by EMMA LORD
ST. MARTIN’S PRESS, August 13

In #1 New York Times bestselling author Casey McQuiston's latest romantic comedy, two bisexual
exes accidentally book the same European food and wine tour and challenge each other to a hookup
competition to prove they're over each other—except they're definitely not.
Theo and Kit have been a lot of things: childhood best friends, crushes, in love, and now estranged
exes. After a brutal breakup on the transatlantic flight to their dream European food and wine tour,
they exited each other's lives once and for all. Time apart has done them good. Theo has found
confidence as a hustling bartender by night and aspiring sommelier by day, with a long roster of
casual lovers. Kit, who never returned to America, graduated as the reigning sex god of his pastry
school class and now bakes at one of the finest restaurants in Paris. Sure, nothing really compares to
what they had, and life stretches out long and lonely ahead of them, but—yeah. It's in the past. All
that remains is the unused voucher for the European tour that never happened, good for 48 months
after its original date and about to expire. Four years later, it seems like a great idea to finally take the
trip. Solo. Separately. It's not until they board the tour bus that they discover they've both
accidentally had the exact same idea, and now they're trapped with each other for three weeks of
stunning views, luscious flavors, and the most romantic cities of France, Spain, and Italy. It's fine.
There's nothing left between them. So much nothing that, when Theo suggests a friendly wager to see
who can sleep with their hot Italian tour guide first, Kit is totally game. And why stop there? Why not
a full-on European hookup competition? But sometimes a taste of everything only makes you crave
what you can't have.

THE PAIRING by CASEY MCQUISTON
ST. MARTIN’S PRESS, August 6 



Anna Green thought she was marrying Liam “West” Weston for access to subsidized family housing
while at UCLA. She also thought she’d signed divorce papers when the graduation caps were tossed,
and they both went on their merry ways. Three years later, Anna is a starving artist living paycheck to
paycheck while West is a Stanford professor. He may be one of four heirs to the Weston Foods
conglomerate, but he has little interest in working for the heartless corporation his family built from
the ground up. He is interested, however, in his one-hundred-million-dollar inheritance. There’s just
one catch. Due to an antiquated clause in his grandfather’s will, Liam won’t see a penny until he’s
been happily married for five years. Just when Liam thinks he’s in the home stretch, pressure mounts
from his family to see this mysterious spouse, and he has no choice but to turn to the one person he’s
afraid to introduce to his one-percenter parents—his unpolished, not-so-ex-wife. But in the presence
of his family, Liam’s fears quickly shift from whether the feisty, foul-mouthed, paint-splattered Anna
can play the part to whether the toxic world of wealth will corrupt someone as pure of heart as his
surprisingly grounded and loyal wife. Liam will have to ask himself if the price tag on his flimsy cover
story is worth losing true love that sprouted from a lie.

THE PARADISE PROBLEM by CHRISTINA LAUREN
GALLERY BOOKS, May 14 

A woman returns to her family's Hamptons beach house for a final time—and a final chance at the
love she's lost before, in this contemporary retelling of Persuasion, perfect for fans of Emily Henry and
Rebecca Serle.
Olivia Taylor’s marriage is in a death spiral when she agrees to come home to the Hamptons to help
her father and sisters pack up the family estate. If it looks like she’s running away from her soon-to-be-
ex Wes and New York City, well, she is. But someone has to take care of things and that’s always been
Olivia’s role in the family. After years of financial trouble, someone’s finally bailing them out with a
huge offer to buy their beachfront property, which is a good thing, although it means losing the home
she grew up in, where her mother died, and where she first met Fred, the love of her life. It’s been five
years since the last time things blew up between Olivia and Fred, but much longer since the first time.
At this point, Olivia fears it was  never meant to be, so there’s no reason to feel butterflies in her
stomach at the idea of seeing him again. They’ve already tried, and tried again…and again…but she’s
newly single, and she isn’t the same person she was the last time–and  Fred has changed, too. This
time, things will be different. Maybe, just maybe, the fifth time’s the charm.

SUMMER AFTER SUMMER by LAUREN BAILEY
ALCOVE PRESS, May 7

A professor of literature finds herself caught up in a work of fiction…literally, from the New York
Times bestselling author of The Seven Year Slip and The Dead Romantics.
Eileen Merriweather loves to get lost in a good happily-ever-after. The fictional kind, anyway. Because
at least imaginary men don’t leave you at the altar. She feels safe in a book. At home. Which might be
why she’s so set on going her annual book club retreat this year—she needs good friends, cheap
wine, and grand romantic gestures—no matter what. But when her car unexpectedly breaks down on
the way, she finds herself stranded in a quaint town that feels like it’s right out of a novel… Because it
is. This place can’t be real, and yet… she’s here, in Eloraton, the town of her favorite romance series,
where the candy store’s honey taffy is always sweet, the local bar’s burgers are always a little burnt,
and rain always comes in the afternoon. It feels like home. It’s perfect—and perfectly frozen, trapped
in the late author’s last unfinished story. Elsy is sure that’s why she must be here: to help bring the
town to its storybook ending. Except there is a character in Eloraton that she can’t place—a grumpy
bookstore owner with mint-green eyes, an irritatingly sexy mouth and impeccable taste in novels. And
he does not want her finishing this book. Which is a problem because Elsy is beginning to think the
town’s happily-ever-after might just be intertwined with her own.

A NOVEL LOVE STORY by ASHLEY POSTON
BERKLEY, June 25 



She’s rewriting his love story. But can she rewrite her own?
Emma Wheeler desperately longs to be a screenwriter. She’s spent her life studying, obsessing over,
and writing romantic comedies—good ones! That win contests! But she’s also been the sole caretaker
for her kind-hearted dad, who needs full-time care. Now, when she gets a chance to re-write a script
for famous screenwriter Charlie Yates—The Charlie Yates! Her personal writing god!—it’s a break too
big to pass up. Emma’s younger sister steps in for caretaking duties, and Emma moves to L.A. for six
weeks for the writing gig of a lifetime. But what is it they say? Don’t meet your heroes? Charlie Yates
doesn’t want to write with anyone—much less “a failed, nobody screenwriter.” Worse, the romantic
comedy he’s written is so terrible it might actually bring on the apocalypse. Plus! He doesn’t even
care about the script—it’s just a means to get a different one green-lit. Oh, and he thinks love is an
emotional Ponzi scheme. But Emma’s not going down without a fight. She will stand up for herself,
and for rom-coms, and for love itself. She will convince him that love stories matter—even if she has
to kiss him senseless to do it. But . . . what if that kiss is accidentally amazing? What if real life turns
out to be so much . . . more real than fiction? What if the love story they’re writing breaks all Emma’s
rules—and comes true?

THE ROM-COMMERS by KATHERINE CENTER
ST. MARTIN’S BOOKS, June 11 

A bright, beaming power ballad of a novel from Rainbow Rowell—the #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Landline, Fangirl, and Eleanor & Park—Slow Dance tells the humorous and heartbreaking
love story of best friends Shiloh and Cary from their inseparable teen years to their far-flung adulthoods
as they try to figure out what their relationship is, where it went wrong, and how to finally make it
right.
Growing up on the wrong side of Omaha, all Shiloh could think about was getting away. At least she
had Cary in the meantime. Cary to put up with her, Cary to make her laugh. Cary at sixteen, built like a
stick of gum and driving his mom’s beat-up station wagon. He had it worse than Shiloh did. Only their
friendship got Cary through high school and when Shiloh went off to college, he joined the Navy. That
was fourteen years ago. Now Shiloh’s thirty-three and feeling like she never did get away. She’s back
living in the same house she grew up in. She’s working in a theater, but not onstage like she’d planned.
And she’s divorced, a single mom just like her own mother (minus the revolving door of boyfriends).
When a high school friend invites Shiloh to his wedding, the last thing she wants is to catch up with
the old gang. But she buys a new dress, puts on some makeup, and pins a silk flower over her heart,
hoping—and also worrying— that she might see Cary, the boy she never realized she loved until he
was lost.

SLOW DANCE by RAINBOW ROWELL
WILLIAM MORROW, July 23

A recently deceased woman meets “the one” in the afterlife waiting room, scoring a second chance at
life (and love!) if she can find him on earth before ten days are up…
If she wasn’t dead already, Delphie would be dying of embarrassment. Not only did she just die by
choking on a microwaveable burger, but now she’s standing in her ‘shine like a star’ nightie in front of
the hottest man she’s ever seen. And he’s smiling at her. As they start to chat, everything else becomes
background noise. That is until someone comes running out of a door, yelling something about a
huge mistake, and sends the dreamy stranger back down to earth. And here Delphie was thinking her
luck might be different in the afterlife. When Delphie is offered a deal in which she can return to earth
and reconnect with the mysterious man, she jumps at the opportunity to find her possible soulmate
and a fresh start. But in a city of millions, Delphie is going to have to listen to her heart, learn to ask
for help, and perhaps even see the magic in the life she’s leaving behind…

THE LOVE OF MY AFTERLIFE by KIRSTY GREENWOOD
BERKLEY, July 2 



 

A struggling event planner and a sinfully hot astronaut must decide if their fake relationship is worth a
shot at happily-ever-after, in this starry debut.
Risk-averse event planner Amerie Price is jobless, newly single, and about to lose her apartment. With
no choice but to gamble on her shaky start-up, the last thing she needed was to run into her smug ex
and his new, less complicated girlfriend at Amerie's favorite coffee shop. Panicked, she pretends to be
dating the annoyingly sexy man she met by spilling Americano all over his abs. He plays along—for a
price. Half the single men in Houston claim to be astronauts, but Vincent Rogers turns out to be the
real deal. What started as a one-off lie morphs into a plan: for the three months leading up to his
mission, Amerie will play Vincent's doting partner in front of his loving but overly invested family. In
exchange, she gets a rent-free room in his house and can put every penny toward her struggling
business. What Amerie doesn't plan for is Vincent's gravitational pull. While her mind tells her a
future with this astronaut is too unpredictable, her heart says he's exactly what she needs. As their
time together counts down, Amerie must decide if she'll settle for the safe life—or shoot for the stars.

THE KISS COUNTDOWN by ETTA EASTON
BERKLEY, April 9 

The Summer Bookclub by Susan Mallery (Feb 13)
The Boyfriend Subscription by Steven Salvatore (March 26)
Love at First Book by Jenn McKinlay(May 14)
Just for the Summer by Abby Jimenez (April 2)
Late Bloomer by Mazey Eddings (April 16)

ROMANCEROMANCE
More Great

Check out these other not-to-be-missed
2024 releases in Romance. 

A shimmering, joyful new novel about a pair of opposites with the wrong thing in common, from #1
New York Times bestselling author Emily Henry.
Daphne always loved the way her fiancé Peter told their story. How they met (on a blustery day), fell
in love (over an errant hat), and moved back to his lakeside hometown to begin their life together. He
really was good at telling it…right up until the moment he realized he was actually in love with his
childhood best friend Petra. Which is how Daphne begins her new story: Stranded in beautiful
Waning Bay, Michigan, without friends or family but with a dream job as a children’s librarian (that
barely pays the bills), and proposing to be roommates with the only person who could possibly
understand her predicament: Petra’s ex, Miles Nowak. Scruffy and chaotic—with a penchant for
taking solace in the sounds of heart break love ballads —Miles is exactly the opposite of practical,
buttoned up Daphne, whose coworkers know so little about her they have a running bet that she’s
either FBI or in witness protection. The roommates mainly avoid one another, until one day, while
drowning their sorrows, they form a tenuous friendship and a plan. If said plan also involves posting
deliberately misleading photos of their summer adventures together, well, who could blame them?
But it’s all just for show, of course, because there’s no way Daphne would actually start her new
chapter by falling in love with her ex-fiancé’s new fiancée’s ex…right?

FUNNY STORY by EMILY HENRY
BERKLEY, April 30



A gifted young knight named Collum arrives at Camelot to compete for a spot on the Round Table,
only to find that he’s too late. The king died two weeks ago at the Battle of Camlann, leaving no heir,
and only a handful of the knights of the Round Table survive. They aren’t the heroes of legend, like
Lancelot or Gawain. They’re the oddballs of the Round Table, from the edges of the stories, like Sir
Palomides, the Saracen Knight, and Sir Dagonet, Arthur’s fool, who was knighted as a joke. They’re
joined by Nimue, who was Merlin’s apprentice until she turned on him and buried him under a hill.
Together this ragtag fellowship will set out to rebuild Camelot in a world that has lost its balance. But
Arthur’s death has revealed Britain’s fault lines. God has abandoned it, and the fairies and monsters
and old gods are returning, led by Arthur’s half-sister Morgan le Fay. Kingdoms are turning on each
other, warlords lay siege to Camelot and rival factions are forming around the disgraced Lancelot and
the fallen Queen Guinevere. It is up to Collum and his companions to reclaim Excalibur, solve the
mysteries of this ruined world and make it whole again. But before they can restore Camelot they’ll
have to learn the truth of why the lonely, brilliant King Arthur fell, and lay to rest the ghosts of his
troubled family and of Britain’s dark past. The first major Arthurian epic of the new millennium, The
Bright Sword is steeped in tradition, full of duels and quests, battles and tournaments, magic swords
and Fisher Kings. It also sheds a fresh light on Arthur’s Britain, a diverse, complex nation struggling to
come to terms with its bloody history. The Bright Sword is a story about imperfect men and women,
full of strength and pain, who are looking for a way to reforge a broken land in spite of being broken
themselves.

FANTASY/SCI FIFANTASY/SCI FI
Looking to be swept away to another world where magic exists or to

travel through time and space? These are some of this summer’s best in
Fantasy and Science Fiction.

THE BRIGHT SWORD by LEV GROSSMAN
VIKING, July 16

"You can never go home again," the saying goes—but Hal, Athena, and Erin have to. In high school,
the three were students of the eccentric Professor Marsh, trained in a secret system of magic known
as the Dissonance, which is built around harnessing negative emotions: alienation, anger, pain. Then,
twenty years ago, something happened that shattered their coven, scattering them across the country,
stuck in mundane lives, alone. But now, terrifying signs and portents (not to mention a pointed
Facebook invite) have summoned them back to Clegg, Texas. There, their paths will collide with that
of Owen, a closeted teenager from Alabama whose aborted cemetery seance with his crush
summoned something far worse: a murderous entity whose desperate, driving purpose includes
kidnapping Owen to serve as its Renfield. As Owen tries to outwit his new master, and Hal, Athena,
and Erin reckon with how the choices they made as teens might connect to the apocalyptic event
unfurling over the Lone Star State, shocking alliances form, old and new romances brew, and three
unsuccessful adults and one frightened teen are all that stand between reality and oblivion. From one
of the boldest, most brilliant voices in modern fantastical horror, The Dissonance is a thrilling and
beautifully written story of magic and monsters, forgiveness and friendship.

THE DISSONANCE by SHAUN HAMILL
PANTHEON, July 23



Infused with magic and romance, this sweeping fantasy adventure inspired by the legend of Mulan
follows a young woman determined to choose her own destiny—even if that means going against
everyone she loves.
The Three Kingdoms are at war, but Meilin’s father refuses to answer the imperial draft. Trapped by
his opium addiction, he plans to sell Meilin for her dowry. But when Meilin discovers her husband-to-
be is another violent, ill-tempered man, she realizes that nothing will change for her unless she takes
matters into her own hands. The very next day, she disguises herself as a boy and enlists in her
father’s place. In the army, Meilin's relentless hard work brings her recognition, friendship—and a
growing closeness with Sky, a prince turned training partner. But has she simply exchanged one
prison for another? As her kingdom barrels toward destruction, Meilin begins to have visions of a sea
dragon spirit that offers her true power and freedom, but with a deadly price. With the future of the
Three Kingdoms hanging in the balance, Meilin will need to decide whom to trust—Sky, who inspires
her loyalty and love; the sea dragon spirit, who has his own murky agenda; or an infuriating enemy
prince who makes her question everything she once knew—about her kingdom and about her own
heart.

THE NIGHT ENDS WITH FIRE by K.X. SONG
ACE, July 2

IEven the sea cannot stay calm before the storm. —Teek saying
Serapio, avatar of the Crow God Reborn and the newly crowned Carrion King, rules Tova. But his
enemies gather both on distant shores and within his own city as the matrons of the clans scheme to
destroy him. And deep in the alleys of the Maw, a new prophecy is whispered, this one from the
Coyote God. It promises Serapio certain doom if its terrible dictates are not fulfilled. Meanwhile, Xiala
is thrust back amongst her people as war comes first to the island of Teek. With their way of life and
their magic under threat, she is their last best hope. But the sea won’t talk to her the way it used to,
and doubts riddle her mind. She will have to sacrifice the things that matter most to unleash her
powers and become the queen they were promised. And in the far northern wastelands, Naranpa,
avatar of the Sun God, seeks a way to save Tova from the visions of fire that engulf her dreams. But
another presence has begun stalking her nightmares, and the Jaguar God is on the hunt.

MIRRORED HEAVENS by REBECCA ROANHORSE
SAGA PRESS, June 4

 

When Among Crows is swift and striking, drawing from the deep well of Slavic folklore and asking if
redemption and atonement can be found in embracing what we most fear.
We bear the sword, and we bear the pain of the sword. 
Pain is Dymitr’s calling. His family is one in a long line of hunters who sacrifice their souls to slay
monsters. Now he’s tasked with a deadly mission: find the legendary witch Baba Jaga. To reach her,
Dymitr must ally with the ones he’s sworn to kill. Pain is Ala’s inheritance. A fear-eating zmora with
little left to lose, Ala awaits death from the curse she carries. When Dymitr offers her a cure in
exchange for her help, she has no choice but to agree. Together they must fight against time and the
wrath of the Chicago underworld. But Dymitr’s secrets—and his true motives—may be the thing that
actually destroys them.

WHEN AMONG CROWS by VERONICA ROTH
TOR BOOKS, May 14

This is the third book in Rebecca Roanhorse’s Between Earth and Sky trilogy



HORRORHORROR
If you love ghost stories or all things creepy and horific, look no further

than these Horror titles to give you the chills this summer!

"A chilling twist on the “cursed film” genre from the bestselling author of The Pallbearers Club and
The Cabin at the End of the World.
In June 1993, a group of young guerilla filmmakers spent four weeks making Horror Movie, a
notorious, disturbing, art-house horror flick. The weird part? Only three of the film’s scenes were ever
released to the public, but Horror Movie has nevertheless grown a rabid fanbase. Three decades later,
Hollywood is pushing for a big budget reboot. The man who played “The Thin Kid” is the only
surviving cast member. He remembers all too well the secrets buried within the original screenplay,
the bizarre events of the filming, and the dangerous crossed lines on set that resulted in tragedy. As
memories flood back in, the boundaries between reality and film, past and present start to blur. But
he’s going to help remake the film, even if it means navigating a world of cynical producers,
egomaniacal directors, and surreal fan conventions—demons of the past be damned.
But at what cost? 
Horror Movie is an obsessive, psychologically chilling, and suspenseful feat of storytelling genius that
builds inexorably to an unforgettable, mind-bending conclusion

HORROR MOVIE by PAUL TREMBLAY
WILLIAM MORROW, June 11

As emotional as it is haunting, Through the Midnight Door explores the sometimes-fragile bonds of
sisterhood and the way deeply rooted trauma can pass from generation to generation.
The Finch sisters once spent long, hot summers exploring the dozens of abandoned properties littering
their dying town—until they found an impossible home with an endless hall of doors…and three keys
left waiting for them. Curious, fearless, they stepped inside their chosen rooms, and experienced
horrors they never dared speak of again. Now, years later, youngest sister Claire has been discovered
dead in that old, desiccated house. Haunted by their sister's suicide and the memories of a past
they've struggled to forget, Meg and Esther find themselves at bitter odds. As they navigate the
tensions of their brittle relationship, they draw unsettling lines between Claire's death, their own
haunted memories, and a long-ago loss no one in their family has ever been able to face. With the
house once again pulling them ever-closer, Meg and Esther must find the connection between their
sister's death and the shadow that has chased them across the years…before the darkness claims
them, too.

THROUGH THE MIDNIGHT DOOR by KATRINA MONROE
POISONED PEN PRESS, August 13



Ji-won’s life tumbles into disarray in the wake of her Appa’s extramarital affair and subsequent
departure. Her mother, distraught. Her younger sister, hurt and confused. Her college freshman
grades, failing. Her dreams, horrifying… yet enticing. In them, Ji-won walks through bloody rooms full
of eyes. Succulent blue eyes. Salivatingly blue eyes. Eyes the same shape and shade as George’s, who
is Umma’s obnoxious new boyfriend. George has already overstayed his welcome in her family’s
claustrophobic apartment. He brags about his puffed-up consulting job, ogles Asian waitresses while
dining out, and acts condescending toward Ji-won and her sister as if he deserves all of Umma’s
fawning adoration. No, George doesn’t deserve anything from her family. Ji-won will make sure of
that. For no matter how many victims accumulate around her campus or how many people she must
deceive and manipulate, Ji-won’s hunger and her rage deserve to be sated. A brilliantly inventive,
subversive novel about a young woman unraveling, Monika Kim’s The Eyes Are the Best Part is a story
of a family falling apart and trying to find their way back to each other, marking a bold new voice in
horror that will leave readers mesmerized and craving more.

THE EYES ARE THE BEST PART by MONIKA KIM
EREWHON BOOKS, June 25 

Bury Your Gays is a heart-pounding new novel from USA Today bestselling author Chuck Tingle about
what it takes to succeed in a world that wants you dead.
Misha knows that chasing success in Hollywood can be hell. But finally, after years of trying to make
it, his big moment is here: an Oscar nomination. And the executives at the studio for his long-running
streaming series know just the thing to kick his career to the next level: kill off the gay characters, "for
the algorithm," in the upcoming season finale. Misha refuses, but he soon realizes that he’s just put a
target on his back. And what’s worse, monsters from his horror movie days are stalking him and his
friends through the hills above Los Angeles. Haunted by his past, Misha must risk his entire future—
before the horrors from the silver screen find a way to bury him for good.

BURY YOUR GAYS by CHUCK TINGLE
TOR NIGHTFIRE, July 9

An abandoned plant. A hidden past. A deadly danger.
Psychologist Dr. Ophelia Bray has dedicated her life to the study and prevention of ERS—the most
famous case of which resulted in the brutal murders of twenty-nine people. It's personal to her, and
when she's assigned to a small exploration crew who recently suffered the tragic death of a colleague,
she wants to help. But as they begin to establish residency on an abandoned planet, it becomes clear
that crew is hiding something. And Ophelia's crewmates are far more interested in investigating the
eerie, ancient planet and unraveling the mystery behind the previous colonizers' hasty departure than
opening up to her. That is, until their pilot is discovered gruesomely murdered. Is this Ophelia’s worst
nightmare starting—a wave of violence and mental deterioration from ERS? Or is it something even
more sinister? Terrified that history will repeat itself, Ophelia and the crew must work together to figure
out what’s happening. But trust is hard to come by…and the crew isn’t the only one keeping secrets.

GHOST STATION by S.A. BARNES
TOR NIGHTFIRE, April 9



 

Blood Like Mine by Stuart Neville (August 6)
Food to Die For by Amy Bruni (July 30)

The Drowning House by Cherie Priest (July 23)
The Final Scene by Steph Nelson (February 27)

Stitches by Hirokatsu Kihara; Junji Itoi (March 26)

HORRORHORROR
More Great

Check out these other not-to-be-missed
2024 releases in Horror. 

FANTASY/SCI FIFANTASY/SCI FI
More Great

Faebound by Saara El-Arifi (January 23)
The Book That Broke the World by Mark Lawrence (April 9)
Dreadful by Caitlin Rozakis (May 28)
The Sky on Fire by Jenn Lyons (July 9)
Tidal Creatures by Seanan McGuire (June 4)

Check out these other not-to-be-missed 2024 releases in Fantasy
and Science Fiction. 



HISTORICAL FICTIONHISTORICAL FICTION
If you prefer stories that sweep you back to the past, you’ll love these

great new releases in Historical Fiction!

England, 1881. Hereford cathedral stands sentinel over the city, keeping its secrets, holding long
forgotten souls in its stony embrace. Hecate Cavendish speeds through the cobbled streets on her
bicycle, skirts hitched daringly high, heading for her new life as Assistant Librarian. But this is no
ordinary collection of books. The cathedral houses an ancient chained library, wisdom guarded for
centuries, mysteries and stories locked onto its worn, humble shelves. The most prized artifact,
however, is the medieval world map which hangs next to Hecate’s desk. Little does she know how
much the curious people and mythical creatures depicted on it will come to mean to her. Nor does
she suspect that there are lost souls waiting for her in the haunted cathedral. Some will become her
dearest friends. Some will seek her help in finding peace. Others will put her in great peril, and, as
she quickly learns, threaten the lives of everyone she loves.

THE HAUNTING OF HECATE CAVENDISH by PAULA BRACKSTON
ST. MARTIN’S PRESS, July 23

Daisy Flowers is fifteen in 1978 when her free-spirited mother dumps her in Possum Flats, Missouri.
It’s a town that sounds like roadkill and, in Daisy’s eyes, is every bit as dead. Sentenced to spend the
summer living with her grandmother, the wry and irreverent town mortician, Daisy draws the line at
working for the family business, Flowers Funeral Home. Instead, she maneuvers her way into an
internship at the local newspaper where, sorting through the basement archives, she learns of a
mysterious tragedy from fifty years earlier… On a sweltering, terrible night in 1928, an explosion at
the local dance hall left dozens of young people dead, shocking and scarring a town that still doesn’t
know how or why it happened. Listed among the victims is a name that’s surprisingly familiar to
Daisy, revealing an irresistible family connection to this long-ago accident. Obsessed with
investigating the horrors and heroes of that night, Daisy soon discovers Possum Flats holds a multitude
of secrets for a small town. And hardly anyone who remembers the tragedy is happy to have some
teenaged hippie asking questions about it – not the fire-and-brimstone preacher who found his calling
that tragic night; not the fed-up police chief; not the mayor’s widow or his mistress; not even Daisy’s
own grandmother, a woman who’s never been afraid to raise eyebrows in the past, whether it’s for
something she’s worn, sworn, or done for a living. Some secrets are guarded by the living, while
others are kept by the dead, but as buried truths gradually come into the light, they’ll force a
reckoning at last. Inspired by the true story of the Bond Dance Hall explosion, a tragedy that took
place in the author’s hometown of West Plains, Missouri on April 13, 1928.
The cause of the blast has never been determined.

THE FLOWER SISTERS by MICHELLE COLLINS ANDERSON
KENSINGTON BOOKS, April 23



1950s Hollywood: Every actress wants to play Salome, the star-making role in a big-budget movie
about the legendary woman whose story has inspired artists since ancient times. So when the film’s
mercurial director casts Vera Larios, an unknown Mexican ingenue, in the lead role, she quickly
becomes the talk of the town. Vera also becomes an object of envy for Nancy Hartley, a bit player
whose career has stalled and who will do anything to win the fame she believes she richly deserves.
Two actresses, both determined to make it to the top in Golden Age Hollywood—a city overflowing
with gossip, scandal, and intrigue—make for a sizzling combination. But this is the tale of three
women, for it is also the story of the princess Salome herself, consumed with desire for the fiery
prophet who foretells the doom of her stepfather, Herod: a woman torn between the decree of duty
and the yearning of her heart. Before the curtain comes down, there will be tears and tragedy aplenty
in this sexy Technicolor saga.

THE SEVENTH VEIL OF SALOME by SILVIA MORENO-GARCIA
DEL RAY, July 16

From the bestselling historical novelist, a rich, transporting story that follows a family of glassmakers
from the height of Renaissance-era Italy to the present day.
It is 1486 and Venice is a wealthy, opulent center for trade. Orsola Rosso is the eldest daughter in a
family of glassblowers on Murano, the island revered for the craft. As a woman, she is not meant to
work with glass—but she has the hands for it, the heart, and a vision. When her father dies, she
teaches herself to make glass beads in secret, and her work supports the Rosso family fortunes.
Skipping like a stone through the centuries, in a Venice where time moves as slowly as molten glass,
we follow Orsola and her family as they live through creative triumph and heartbreaking loss, from a
plague devastating Venice to Continental soldiers stripping its palazzos bare, from the domination of
Murano and its maestros to the transformation of the city of trade into a city of tourists. In every era,
the Rosso women ensure that their work, and their bonds, endure. Chevalier is a master of her own
craft, and The Glassmaker is as inventive as it is spellbinding: a mesmerizing portrait of a woman, a
family, and a city as everlasting as their glass.

THE GLASSMAKER by TRACY CHEVALIER
VIKING, June 18

From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Before We Were Yours comes a sweeping novel
inspired by the untold history of women pioneers who fought to protect children caught in the storm of
land barons hungry for power and oil wealth.
Oklahoma, 1909. Eleven-year-old Olive Augusta Radley knows that her stepfather doesn’t have good
intentions toward the two Choctaw girls boarded in their home as wards. When the older girl
disappears, Ollie flees to the woods, taking six-year-old Nessa with her. Together they begin a perilous
journey to the remote Winding Stair Mountains, the notorious territory of outlaws, treasure hunters,
and desperate men. Along the way, Ollie and Nessa form an unlikely band with others like themselves,
struggling to stay one step ahead of those who seek to exploit them . . . or worse.
Oklahoma, 1990. Law enforcement ranger Valerie Boren-Odell arrives at newly minted Horsethief
Trail National Park seeking a quiet place to balance a career and single parenthood. But no sooner has
Valerie reported for duty than she’s faced with local controversy over the park’s opening, a teenage
hiker gone missing from one of the trails, and the long-hidden burial site of three children unearthed in
a cave. Val’s quest for the truth wins an ally among the neighboring Choctaw Tribal Police but soon
collides with old secrets and the tragic and deadly history of the land itself. In this emotional and
enveloping novel, Lisa Wingate traces the story of children abandoned by the law and the battle to see
justice done. Amid times of deep conflict over who owns the land and its riches, Ollie and Val traverse
the rugged and beautiful terrain, each leaving behind one life in search of another.

SHELTERWOOD by LISA WINGATE
BALLANTINE BOOKS, June 4



INSPIRATIONALINSPIRATIONAL
If you’re looking for gentle romance and stories of redemption, check out

these fantastic new releases in Inspirational Fiction!

A cross-country road trip. A secretive box of journals. An unforgettable summer romance.
As the youngest daughter of a country music legend, Raegan Farrow longs to establish an identity
away from the spotlight and publish her small-town romances under a pen name. But after her dream
is dashed when she won't exploit her mother's fame to further her own career, she hears a rumor from
a reliable source regarding a tell-all being written about the Farrow family. Making matters worse, the
unknown author has gone to great lengths to remain anonymous until publication.
Raegan chooses to keep the tell-all a secret from her scandal-leery sisters as they embark on a two-
week cross-country road trip at their mother's request and makes it her mission to expose the identity
of the author behind the unsanctioned biography. But all is complicated when she discovers their
hired bus driver, Micah Davenport, has a hidden agenda of his own--one involving both of their
mothers and an old box of journals. As they rely on each other to find the answers they seek, the
surprising revelations they unearth will lead them down an unexpected road of love and
reconciliation.

THE ROADS WE FOLLOW by NICOLE DEESE
BETHANY HOUSE, April 30

From the beloved author of The Thing About Home comes a dual timeline tale of family, grief, secrets,
and the sweet redemption that lies within the bonds of sisterhood.
-The Present-
When summoned to Georgetown, South Carolina, sisters Mariah Clark and Sabrina Holland both
assume their ailing grandfather's health has gotten worse. Neither expects their grandmother's
undeniable request--save the family restaurant. Mariah is at a crossroad in her life. After being dumped
by her husband and forced to walk away from their diner that she helped rescue from bankruptcy,
bitter feelings consume her. Even though the restaurant has been in the family for eighty-six years,
giving her all to another struggling business isn't something she wants to do. Living out of her van and
striving for a fresh start, Sabrina yearns for stability for herself and her daughter and a chance to turn
her baking hustle into a bona-fide business. The family restaurant may be just the blessing she needs--
but as old tensions and angry disagreements resurface, Sabrina wonders if her sister will let her have a
say.
-The Past-
After falling victim to a love she thought would last a lifetime, Tabitha Cooper finds herself away from
home and struggling to survive in Charleston in the early twentieth century. She is determined to turn
corn into cornbread and to take care of her children the best way she knows how--by serving food
that's good for the soul--and along the way forges a path that leaves a legacy of success for generations
to come. Through letters that reveal Tabitha's complicated past, the sisters discover truths that just
might be the right recipe to mend their hearts--if they can find a way to savor the blessing of today and
leave the bitter aftertaste of old memories behind them.

BITTER AND SWEET by RHONDA MCKNIGHT
THOMAS NELSON, June 11



Ex-con Seth Zimmerman has spent the last three years making amends by helping the vulnerable in his
former Amish community. Lately, this mission includes calling on Tabitha Yoder, whose divorce from
her abusive husband has isolated her from the community. Even though she never comes out of her
house to talk to him, Seth knows she watches him from the window while he chops wood, clears her
driveway, and drops off food. An uneasy friendship is just starting to take hold between them when
small gifts begin to appear at Tabitha's home--gifts that can only be from her ex-husband. Seth might
be Tabitha's only hope at maintaining her hard-won freedom from the man whose violent outbursts
had almost cost her life. But coming to her rescue might mean he ends up behind bars once again. Get
swept up in this emotional story of two outcasts who may be each other's only hope for happiness and
redemption from New York Times bestselling author Shelley Shepard Gray.

UNFORGIVEN by SHELLEY SHEPARD GRAY
REVELL, May 21 

American horse trainer Adia Kensington is living her dream of working at the famous Janów Podlaski
stables in Poland, where they breed the best Arabian horses in the world. But her plans to bring the
priceless stallion Lubor to the US are derailed when the German army storms into her adopted
country in 1939. Little does she know this is just the beginning of six long years of occupation that
will threaten her beloved horses at every turn.
 Major Bret Conway is at Janów Podlaski under the guise of a news reporter, but his true mission is
intelligence gathering for the British. That and keeping Adia safe, which is harder and harder to do as
she insists they must evacuate 250 horses to save them from being stolen, sold, or eaten by the
invading forces. What follows will test their physical, mental, and emotional strength, as well as their
faith in God, humankind, and each other.
 Drawn from true events of World War II, this epic story of escape, capture, resistance, and love from
debut novelist Nicole M. Miller will thunder into your heart like a herd of beautiful horses across a
raging river.

UNTIL OUR TIME COMES by NICOLE M. MILLER
REVELL, July 2

Reminiscent of Beauty and the Beast, a recluse and a young woman discover that the scars of life are
no match against an act of love.
Iowa, 1903. All of Monticello believes Otis Taylor has been away fostering his musical genius. But
the truth is that his father exiled him long ago, rejecting Otis's appearance and the scars that came
with it. Now that he is the last living Taylor, Otis has covertly returned to settle his family's affairs and
rid himself of his past for good. However, he soon discovers that he may not have been the only
discarded Taylor and begins a tireless search for his missing niece.
At twenty-three years old, Sadie West left her family farm and found employment at the Hoag feather
duster factory. It isn't a romantic job, but she's hardly had a glimmer of romance since her beau went
off to college, leaving her with no promise of a future together. Desperate to save money and help
her family make ends meet, she trespasses and finds shelter in an abandoned building--and is thrown
in the path of the town's mysterious bachelor.
Otis's wounds are deep, but as Sadie's friendship with him grows, she begins to fall for the man
beneath the mask. The mystery of his long-lost niece, however, is more complex than either could
have imagined, and Sadie may be the key to Otis Taylor finally finding his way home.

BEYOND IVY WALLS by RACHEL FORDHAM
THOMAS NELSON, August 13



 

Rocky Mountain Journey by Misty M. Beller (June 18)
Born of Gilded Mountains by Amanda Dykes (June 18)

The Sisters of Corinth by Angela Hunt (May 21)
For a Lifetime by Gabrielle Meyer (May 7)

The Song of Sourwood Mountain by Ann H. Gabhart (May 7)

INSPIRATIONALINSPIRATIONAL
More Great

Check out these other not-to-be-missed 2024 releases in
Inspirational Fiction. 

HISTORICAL FICTIONHISTORICAL FICTION
More Great

Sisters of Belfast by Melanie Maure (February 27)
All the Summers In Between by Brooke Lea Foster (June 4)
The Trouble With You by Ellen Feldman (February 20)
A Place to Hide by Ronald H. Balson (September 17)
Tiananmen Square by Lai Wen (June 4)

Check out these other not-to-be-missed 2024 releases in
Historical Fiction.


